
 

Ref. No: TIAS/TP/Campus/Notice/2023-24/193                            Date:12.02.2024 

 

Dear All, 
 
Please find an option for consideration. Interested candidates are required to register on the 
link latest by 13/02/2024. 
 
     
Registration Link:  https://forms.gle/77sSoRyq6Mdgahnk9 
                 
Last Date of Online Application : 13th February, 202 at 10:00 AM 
The complete schedule, contact person etc will be informed in due time. 
 
Recruitment/Selection Process: 
     
Emphatic Vans & Testing Labs Private Limited (EVTL India) will follow the following Selection Procedure while 
recruiting the candidates against the vacancies as mentioned above: 
   
Step 01: Interested candidates have to apply online at the link sent by NextGen Ventures (along with updated 
resume and photograph). NextGen Ventures will also conduct online Pre-recruitment briefing to the candidates as 
and when required. 
Step 02: Preliminary Online Screening process consisting of Aptitude + Logical Reasoning + Technical Test (To be 
conducted by NextGen Ventures | Elimination Round) 
Step 03: Company Presentation & Q&A Session (To be conducted by recruiting company officials | Online Mode or 
F2F) 
Step 04: Group Discussion / Communication Round (To be conducted by recruiting company officials | Online 
Mode or F2F | Elimination Round) 
Step 05: Technical Interview Rounds (To be conducted by recruiting company officials | Online Mode or F2F | 
Elimination round) 
Step 06: HR & Final Interview Rounds (To be conducted by recruiting company officials | Online Mode or F2F | 
Elimination round) 
Step 07: Finalization of candidates & declaration of final selected candidates list. 
Step 08: Offer letters/letter of intent (LOI) of hiring/selecting the candidate will be issued subsequently. 
Step 09: On boarding. 
       
DISCLAIMER : NEXTGEN VENTURES 

 NEXTGEN VENTURES does not commit or guarantee any job to any candidate of the institute while 
performing its responsibilities within the scope of the work in this initiative. 

 The Final recruitment will be carried out through by the corporate depending / matching with their 
satisfaction & expectation with the candidate. 

 NEXTGEN VENTURES (at any stage) in no way will influence/interfere or play any role in the recruitment / 
selection process of the corporate/employer. 

 

https://forms.gle/77sSoRyq6Mdgahnk9


 

 

 NEXTGEN VENTURES does not commit any vacancy in any form from any particular company or 
organization under this initiative. 

 The selected candidates will not have to pay any fees or amount to any party concerned in this 
recruitment drive. 

 If a candidate is offered from this recruitment drive under this initiative (also when the candidates accepts 
the offer), the candidate will not be entitled to appear for any other recruitment process as organized 
by NEXTGEN VENTURES in terms of PLACEMENT (CAMPUS) SUPPORT INITIATIVE. 

 NEXTGEN VENTURES will not be responsible for any change made by the recruiting organization in terms 
of recruitment offer or joining status at a later stage. 

 All the information in the Recruitment Process Invitation (RPI) letter above is based on the 
communication & approval or the work agreement between the corporate & NEXTGEN VENTURES. If 
required, the institute can verify with NEXTGEN VENTURES all supporting documents/communication, 
before participating in the recruitment drive as mentioned above. In case of any such intention of 
verification, the institute have to send their representative(s) in person to NEXTGEN VENTURES nearest 
office to verify the same. As per our policy, we cannot produce or send such 
documents/communication to the institute over email or post or in any form.   

 
All the best  

 
Thanks & Regards, 
 
 
 
Dr. Nivedita 
Head - Training and Placement Cell 
 
 

 


